RETAIL GROSSES
GOT YOU DOWN?
Your Auction Sourcing Probably Doesn’t Help

The Reality of Margin Compression

In today’s market, margin compression is an everpresent reality. As a whole, dealers are retailing more
expensive vehicles than they have in the past and
making less gross on a per-vehicle basis than ever
before (see chart).

Combating Margin Compression

Some dealers are able to outperform this trend.
Their efforts to improve front-end gross profits
for used vehicles start with the most costly — and
risky — inventory: auction vehicles.
For most dealers, auction vehicles are an operational
necessity. Dealers can’t retail vehicles they don’t
have in stock, and they can’t get every retail-worthy
unit they need from trade-ins.
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It’s no secret that gross profits are
under pressure — particularly for
auction-purchased vehicle inventory.
Discover how some dealers buck
the trend by refocusing on how they
buy inventory.
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It’s also true that “you make your money when you
buy the car, not when you sell it.” If it’s the right car
for the right money, a dealer is in a good position to
meet their retail gross expectations.
Yet the problem for many dealers rests in the way
they currently source auction vehicles. There’s
too much frustration, inefficiency and pressure to
consistently do the job correctly. Not surprisingly,
these are the very factors that dealers who reinvent
their sourcing activities attack in order to improve
gross profits on purchased units.
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1. Find your profit first:
There’s a good chance you tend to assess auction cars before you crunch the
numbers. Plenty of dealers do. Here’s the problem: You spend too much time
evaluating units you’d never actually buy. Auction-sourcing tools eliminate this
chronic inefficiency by automatically calculating the profit each car represents
based on your costs (purchase price, fees, recon, transport, etc.), current market
prices and the money you expect to make. When you know your profit from the
start, you’re a better buyer.

2. Stay focused on profit:
Auctions are tough: You lose cars you want and you end up buying cars you think
will work, but often don’t. Auction-sourcing tools help you steer clear of bad buys by
telling you which cars your inventory needs and the market wants, based on your
profit and purchase preferences. These tools help you make fewer rash decisions
and get more vehicles that sell quickly and deliver the best gross. More of the right
cars means fewer days to sale and better grosses on purchased units.

3. Get out of your comfort zone:
You’ve got your go-to local auctions. That’s OK, until it isn’t. Auction-sourcing
tools help you get beyond the boundaries you set for yourself. Instant access to
auction vehicles everywhere will help you find the cars you need, from places the
competition may not have access to. Remember, distance doesn’t matter if it’s the
right car and you buy it right.

4. R
 eapply your time:
With auction-sourcing tools, you get back the hours and hours you used to spend
finding and buying cars. That’s time you can use to refocus your efforts on working
deals and getting cars through the shop. More time means more opportunity to
make more money. It’s that simple.

The dealers who are using auction-sourcing strategies that factor in their
business plans are seeing success, because they are able to ensure
they buy vehicles that will bring the profits they expect. Many dealers
say Stockwave is the starting point for improving front-end gross profits
and beating back the harmful effects of margin compression.

